Abstract. As part of a reanalysis of galactic Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars at infrared (IR) wavelengths, we discuss a sample (357) of carbon stars for which mass loss rates, near-IR photometry and distance estimates exist. For 252 sources we collected mid-IR fluxes from the MSX (6C) and the ISO-SWS catalogues. Most stars have spectral energy distributions up to 21 µm, and some (1/3) up to 45 µm. This wide wavelength coverage allows us to obtain reliable bolometric magnitudes. The properties of our sample are discussed with emphasis on ∼ 70 stars with astrometric distances. We show that mid-IR fluxes are crucial to estimate the magnitude of stars with dusty envelopes. We construct HR diagrams and show that the luminosities agree fairly well with model predictions based on the Schwarzschild's criterion, contrary to what is widely argued in the literature. A problem with the brightness of C stars does not appear to exist. From the relative number of Mira and Semiregular C-variables, we argue that the switch between these classes is unlikely to be connected to thermal pulses. The relevance of the two populations varies with the evolution, with Miras dominating the final stages. We also analyze mass loss rates, which increase for increasing luminosity, but with a spread that probably results from a dependence on a number of parameters (like e.g. different stellar masses and different mechanisms powering stellar winds). Instead, mass loss rates are well monitored by IR colours, especially if extended to 20 µm and beyond, where AGB envelopes behave like black bodies. From these colours the evolutionary status of various classes of C stars is discussed.
Introduction
Winds from AGB stars replenish the Interstellar Medium with a large portion of the matter returned from stellar evolution (70% according to Sedlmayr 1994) , through the formation of cool envelopes (Winters et al. 2002 (Winters et al. , 2003 where dust grains condense (Schirrmacher et al. 2003; Carciofi et al. 2004) . Such grains carry the signature of the nucleosynthesis episodes occurring in the AGB phases (Busso et al. 1999; Wasserburg et al. 2005) ; their presence has been recognized in meteorites and brings direct information on circumstellar processes (e.g. Zinner 2000; Ott 2001). As AGB stars radiate most of their flux at long wavelengths, large surveys of infrared (IR) observations play a fundamental role in studying their luminosity and their winds (see e.g. Habing 1996; Epchtein 1999) .
Send offprint requests to: M. Busso We do not have yet a quantitative description of AGB winds, though attempts at modelling them are a few decades old (Salpeter 1974; Knapp & Morris 1985; Gail & Sedlmayr 1987) . More recently, hydrodynamical and phenomenological studies of pulsating stellar atmospheres and of the associated mass loss have undergone important improvements (Fleischer et al. 1992; Wood & Sebo 1996; Winters et al. 2002 Winters et al. , 2003 Wachter et al. 2002; Sandin & Höfner 2003a,b) . Also, observational works have become more quantitative (Wood 2003; Olivier & Wood 2003; Wood et al. 2004; Andersen et al. 2003) , using new data at long wavelengths from space and from the Earth (see e.g. Wood & Cohen 2001; Le Bertre et al. 2001 Groenewegen et al. 2002a,b; Olofsson et al. 2003; Cioni et al. 2003; Omont et al. 2003) , as well as im- proved knowledge of stellar distances (e.g. Van Eck et al. 1998; Knapp et al. 2003; Bergeat & Chevallier 2005) .
A real step forward would be to derive realistic formulae, linking the efficiency of stellar winds to the luminosities, colours and chemical properties of AGB stars, to be adopted as inputs for stellar models, thus avoiding free parameterizations. This kind of studies has become quantitative only recently (van Loon et al. 2005) , while previous attempts (Vassiliadis & Wood 1993; Blöcker 1995) suffered from large uncertainties (Wood 1996) .
Reducing those previous uncertainties also requires a good knowledge of absolute magnitudes, through improved distances; so far, mass loss studies for galactic AGB stars often adopted some average constant value for the luminosity (see Jura 1986; Jura & Kleinmann 1989; Le Bertre et al. 2001 ). Relevant exceptions exist, e.g. in the thorough analysis of C-rich sources by Bergeat and his group (see Bergeat et al. 2002a,b, hereafter BKR1, BKR2) , where however the photometric data are rather heterogeneous (see also Knapik et al. 1999; Bergeat et al. 2001) .
With the above difficulties in mind, we plan to perform a thorough reanalysis of AGB luminosities and mass loss: this is actually the main scientific scope of our project for putting an IR telescope (the International Robotic Antarctic Infrared Telescope) in Antarctica, at the ItalianFrench base of Dome C (Tosti et al. 2004 ). It will allow extensive monitoring of AGB sources in Magellanic Clouds and in the southern Milky Way up to 20 µm (and possibly beyond, given the unique characteristics of the Antarctic atmosphere). This paper is in fact part of the preliminary works necessary to define the key projects for the telescope.
We shall therefore consider, in a series of works, all types of AGB stars (M, MS-S, C giants), using existing catalogues of IR observations and compiling a homogeneous list of luminosities, distances, mass loss rates, looking for correlations between them and the IR data. We start with C-rich AGB stars; next steps will analyze MS-S giants, where C-and s-element enrichment becomes observable, and finally the more disperse family of M giants.
In this note we collected a sample of 357 C-rich sources with near-infrared (IR) photometry and mass loss estimates; these last are revised by scaling previous observations with updated distance determinations. For another sample of 252 C stars we have collected also spaceborne mid-IR photometry in the λ = 8 − 15µm interval and/or at λ ∼ 21µm. The intersection of these two groups is made of 214 C-rich objects. For this sample, near IR data are provided by ground-based surveys like 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003) and DENIS Fouqué et al. 2000) ; those for mid-IR are taken from the recent space-borne missions, ISO and MSX. The relevance of MSX colours for classifying AGB stars has been recently pointed out (Ortiz et al. 2005) , with an approach which is complementary to ours. IRAS measurements are not included in our analysis because of their lower quality and spatial resolution (hence larger contamination) compared to more modern experiments. A homogeneous compilation of IR colours for stars of known distance will allow us to precisely estimate the bolometric corrections (BCs) and to correlate mass loss rates with luminosity (and/or the colour excess).
We started from previous work done by BKR1 & BKR2, who classified C stars in several discrete families: the more advanced subclasses, named 'Carbon Variables' or CVs, from CV3 on, correspond to bright thermally pulsing AGB stars. Bolometric magnitudes were estimated by those authors using optical photometry by Baumert (1972) , near-IR data from Gezari et al. (1993) , and including IRAS fluxes at 12 and 25 µm. Careful upgrades of Hipparcos were included. In our work we shall consider newer and more homogeneous IR data from the ground and from space, with Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) covering a wider wavelength baseline up to 45 µm. In this way we also aim at verifying on wider statistics suggestions previously advanced by Busso et al. (1996) , Marengo et al. (1997 Marengo et al. ( , 1999 , Busso et al. (2001) , according to which mid-IR colours are good indicators of the mass loss efficiency, and permit a first classification of the chemical properties of the circumstellar envelopes.
The choice of discussing first a sample of Carbonrich AGB stars is motivated by the fact that optical C(N) stars (usually irregular or semi-regular pulsators) present a sufficient level of homogeneity to be considered as a snapshot on the relatively long (1-3×10 6 yr) TP-AGB evolution. They correspond to the moment in which the C/O number ratio reaches unity in stars of moderate mass (lower than 3 M ⊙ : Claussen et al. 1987; Busso et al. 1999; Abia et al. 2001 Abia et al. , 2002 Kahane et al. 2000) . When looking at IR properties, however, one has to remember that more massive and evolved sources become part of the sample, thus making the picture more complex (Barnbaum et al. 1991) . Mass loss rates have been shown to span a wide interval, from a few 10 −8 M ⊙ /yr, (Olofsson et al. 1993a,b; Schöier & Olofsson 2001) to 10 −4 M ⊙ /yr for the most massive and/or evolved objects (Groenewegen et al. 2002a,b) .
All stars outside the mass range in which C-rich atmospheres are formed will reach the final stages while remaining O-rich. This is due either to the inefficiency of dredge-up (for lower masses), or to the fact that massive AGB stars (M ≥ 5 M ⊙ ) burn the new carbon as soon as it is dredged to the envelope, thanks to the hot bottom burning (hbb) phenomenon (Karakas & Lattanzio 2004) . Observational evidence of this occurrence is emerging in various contexts (Smith et al. 1995; van Loon et al. 2001 van Loon et al. , 2005 Whitelock et al. 2003; Cioni et al. 2003) . See in particular van Loon et al. (1999a,b) , hereafter VL1, VL2. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the C-star sample and the photometric measurements are presented; in section 3 we discuss mass loss rates from radio studies, together with the required updates (e.g. on the distance). The luminosities and colours of our sample stars are presented in sections 4 and 5, together with the consequences of our analysis for the AGB evolution and dredge up. Correlations found between luminosity, colours and mass loss rates are reviewed in sections 6. Some general conclusions are drawn in section 7.
C-star photometry from ISO-SWS and MSX catalogues
Ground-based photometric studies of C stars in the 8-14 µm window were often performed through 1µm-wide filters, centered around 8.8, 11.7 and 12.5 µm. We decided therefore to compile colours including filters as close as possible to the above ones, to make comparisons easier. The largest inventories of IR observations longward of 2.2 µm for AGB stars come from space experiments. Le Bertre et al. (2001 Bertre et al. ( , 2003 examined the sample from the Japanese experiment IRTS. We shall consider instead data from the European ISO mission and from the American MSX satellite (using the Infrared Point Source Catalogue, version 6C). In the case of ISO, the best known, nearby AGB stars are always too bright to be observed by the imaging camera (ISOCAM: see Cesarsky et al. 1996) . Luckily, the database of the Short Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS: Valentijn et al. 1996) contains spectra of many known AGBs, and offers also a good photometric calibration. We therefore performed a re-binning of AGB SWS spectra from the ISO archives at the Centre de Données Stellaires (CDS) of Strasbourg. In doing this, the spectral energy distributions were convolved with the response curves of common filters centered at 8.8, 11.7 and 12.5 µm, available from the TIRCAM consortium (Persi et al. 1994) . For the sake of simplicity, these filters will be indicated by: [8.8], [11.7] , [12.5] . We also rebinned data at longer wavelength, convolving them with the filters at 14.7 and 21.3 µm from MSX. Sources for which ISO fluxes in different epochs vary significantly were combined to get average spectra: a few sources showed the remarkable property of a global (bolometric) variation up to a factor of two. Such phenomena have been observed previously (Le Bertre 1992 , 1993 van Loon et al. 1998): for interpretations the reader is referred to van Loon et al. (1998) .
A number of our sources have complete SWS spectra up to 45 µm: those among them that also have near-IR photometry and estimates for mass loss and distance (49 in total of the about 70 astrometric sources) represent a 'best selection', from which we can expect to derive all photometric properties with high precision, including the bolometric magnitudes (these last will simply come out from integrating the flux from 1 to 45 µm, as for the whole sample optical fluxes are very small compared to the IR ones). Three examples of such complete spectra, representative of stars with small, moderate and large IR excess, are presented in Fig. 1 . They show one of the main points we want to underline in this work: deriving bolometric magnitudes from too short wavelengths can be very misleading, especially for very red sources. As examples, using BCs derived from J-K, as in Costa & Frogel (1996) , the sources in Fig. 1 would be assigned absolute magnitudes of: −4.8 (TX Psc); ≥ 1.0 (IZ Peg); ≥ 1.0 (V353 Aur). The last two numbers derive from assuming generous upper limits of 0.05 Jy for the very low J fluxes of these red sources. When BCs are instead computed starting from IR photometry extending from the K-band to 10-20 µm, as in Le Bertre et al. (2001) , more reasonable magnitudes are obtained: M bol = −5.2, −4.8, −5.9, respectively. When, finally, we apply our BCs (see next sections) derived from photometry up to 45 µm, we get M bol = −5.5, −4.8, −6.2 in the three cases. For very red sources (about 25% of Miras and most post-AGBs) even our Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) up to 45 µm are insufficient to gather the whole flux. For them, the luminosities we estimate will be lower limits.
Concerning the MSX sample, we adopted the fluxes at 14.7 and 21.3 µm as provided by the catalogue, while in the 8-14 µm range, fluxes in the [8.8] and [12.5] filters were inferred from those in the MSX bands 'A' and 'C'. In order to do this we selected a group of sources in common between ISO-SWS and MSX. For them, we derived correlations between the two sets of filters, obtaining the following relations: log F 12.5 = 0.80176 log F C + 0.3349 log F 8.8 = 0.9377 log F A + 0.1266 with regression coefficients (R 2 ) of 0.95, 0.94 respectively. The relations apply to all sources examined: colour effects on different types of stars are negligible. They were used for expressing the MSX fluxes in the set of filters adopted. This can be done without loss of accuracy, as the uncertainty of IR colours is at least ± 0.1 m . No flux at 11.7 µm can obviously be derived for MSX stars.
The resulting list of ISO and MSX C-rich AGB sources, with their inferred IR fluxes, is presented in Tables 1 to  4 . Here variability types are taken from the Combined General Catalogue of Variable Stars (Samus et al. 2004 ). In the tables we have included near-IR data from 2MASS, together with general information available on the variability type and on parameters relevant for estimating mass loss rates (see next section). One problem affecting our sample is that data from catalogues are single-epoch measurements; though the amplitude of the light curves decreases sharply when moving from optical to near-IR wavelengths, we expect that J, H, K data can be still affected by uncertainties of several tenths of a magnitude. This problem affects only the bluest semi-regular and irregular variables (at the lowest luminosities and mass loss rates considered). Indeed, despite the fact that redder sources also show larger amplitude variations in near-IR filters, their flux is usually dominated by mid-IR wavelengths, where the variability vanishes because the photosphere is not seen. The very large near-to-mid IR colours of several Miras and of all post-AGB sources make any variability at short wavelengths irrelevant (exceptions might occur for the few sources showing factor-of-two variations in the bolometric luminosities). Also, the photometric data in the tables do not contain corrections for interstellar extinction, for two reasons. On one side extinction becomes small at the long wavelengths considered here; on the other hand, our stars are distributed in all directions of the sky, so that we should adopt average extinction laws, but these are rather uncertain, and it is not clear that (at IR wavelengths) average corrections are substantially better than nothing. As our stars are occasionally very distant (above 1 kpc) one has to estimate the effects of neglecting extinction. Let's consider representative cases at 200 and 2000 pc distance. For the average interstellar medium one has A V (200pc) = 0.15 Gillett et al. 1975; Knude 1979) . The wavelength dependence can be taken from Draine (1989) , as being A λ ∼ λ −1.75 . At mid-IR wavelengths (10 µm and beyond) this implies negligible corrections (0.015 m at maximum), well within the photometric uncertainly, even for the most distant sources. In the K-band (2.2 µm) extinction is irrelevant within 1kpc, but may be appreciable for the most distant stars (0.2 m at 2 kpc). We notice that the unknown variability induces a scatter whose amplitude is similar to the uncertainty related to extinction. Neglecting this last, however, introduces systematic effects on the most distant stars, so that their near-IR luminosity will be underestimated. Hence at near-IR wavelengths, catalogue data for distant (≥ 1 kpc) LPVs taken at face values are typically uncertain by a few tenths of a magnitude (from both statistical and systematic errors). The effects on the bolometric magnitude distribution in our sample are however small, due to the large IR excesses of most distant sources that make near-IR data relatively unimportant for them.
When using the data of Tables 1 to 4 for determining standard colours, we applied standard photometric calibrations, adopting suggestions by Bessell et al. (1998) and by Glass (1999) and interpolating them with black bodies for obtaining the fluxes in the selected 1-µm-wide filters. According to this procedure, the fluxes (Jy) of a zero-magnitude star in the filters used are: 52.23 ([8.8] 
Estimates for mass loss and related problems
The work by Jura (1986) and Jura & Kleinmann (1989) set the stage for subsequent studies on AGB winds. These authors used mass loss rates estimated across the previous ten years, and mid-IR photometric observations from the IRAS satellite. Unfortunately, the scarcity of data then available led them to adopt average hypotheses on the luminosities, assuming a constant value of 10 4 L ⊙ for all types of AGB stars. This fact (and the modest precision of IRAS photometry) prevents us from making too systematic comparisons of those works with the present analysis, where the luminosities are estimated thanks to measurements of the distance, sometimes of astrometric quality. We shall however comment later on mass loss rates for the sources we have in common with the quoted studies.
The inventory of more recent analyses on mass loss in AGB stars includes works dedicated to Carbonrich stars (Olofsson et al. 1993a,b; Kastner et al. 1993; Schöier & Olofsson 2001; Groenewegen et al. 2002a,b; Schöier et al. 2002) , to Oxygen-rich M-MS-S stars (Sahai & Liechti 1995; Groenewegen & de Jong 1998; Olofsson et al. 2002) , and more general approaches including all classes of AGB objects (Kastner 1992; Loup et al. 1993; Le Bertre et al. 2001 Winters et al. 2002 Winters et al. , 2003 . From the theoretical point of view, the very limited evidence of coronal X-ray emission (Jura & Helfland 1984; Sahai et al. 2003; Kastner & Soker 2003) demonstrated that mass loss mechanisms were different than in the sun. Radiation pressure on dust grains was suggested to be at the origin of red giant winds by Salpeter (1974) . In this approach, if the momentum of the radiation field can be completely transferred to dust and gas particles in the envelope, then the mass loss rate can be expressed as:
where τ d is the average optical depth of dust. The gas phase of the envelope might be dragged by dust, but a problem is how to transfer momentum to dust close to the photosphere, as above 1500-2000 K no solid compound made with light elements (C to Si) would avoid evaporation. Hence, stellar pulsation in different modes (Wood et al. 1999; Wood 2000) , pushing the radius to large distances and the temperature to low values, and introducing shock waves should also be very important (see e.g. Fleischer et al. 1992 Fleischer et al. , 1995 Winters et al. 1994a Winters et al. ,b, 1997 Winters et al. , 2000a . All approaches suffer from many limitations, so that recent work was concentrated on semi-empirical approaches derived from observations. As an example, Le Bertre et al. (2001 Bertre et al. ( , 2003 used near-IR fluxes (in K, L'), then adopting simplifying assumptions like e.g a constant luminosity of 8000 L ⊙ for all the sources studied. Being based on a wavelength interval where the AGB photosphere dominates the flux, these estimates are also affected by the intrinsic uncertainty of the variability.
Other mass loss estimates were derived from observations at millimeter or radio wavelengths, where the variable star is not seen. In most cases they adopt procedures early suggested by Knapp & Morris (1985) for CO lines. For example, Olofsson et al. (1993a,b) and Groenewegen et al. (2002a,b) assume emission from an optically thick environment, with a fixed size for the CO envelope, R CO . Due to this, they can sometimes underestimate the wind efficiency by factors 3-4 (Schöier & Olofsson 2001) .
A more general case was considered by Loup et al. (1993) , Kastner (1992) , Kastner et al. (1993) and Winters et al. (2003) . The results are given in terms of the distance d (in kpc), of the expansion velocity V e (in km/sec), and of the flux f . We adopt Loup et al. (1993) 's formulation whenever possible, re-scaling their mass loss rates with more recent estimates for the distance and for V e . When data from Loup et al. (1993) are not available, we use instead the Olofsson et al. (1993a,b) procedure, again updating the parameters when possible. Tables 1 to 4 report the relevant data for those stars for which IR photometry was derived in the previous section, together with the updated estimates for mass loss rates. It is interesting to note (see Fig. 2 ) that for the few sources we have in common with Jura (1986) and Jura & Kleinmann (1989) and despite the mentioned uncertainties of these older analyses, there is a fair correlation between the mass loss rates given by the above authors and those derived by us (with a regression coefficient R 2 = 0.88). In most cases the sources are Mira variables. We shall be guided by the data of the AGB stars (Table 1) with the best distance estimates. They include objects with astrometric measurements (usually from Hipparcos), for which we adopt the recommended values by Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) , plus a small group of post-AGB stars for which the distance was derived from dedicated studies of the circumstellar envelopes. Our mentioned 'best selection' is actually made by those sources, among the objects in Table 1 , for which also the integral of the SED up to 45 µm is available. We give a lower weight to other methods of deriving distances (the corresponding points in the figures will be smaller). When nothing else is available, we quote in the tables distances estimated by Loup et al. (1993) by assuming a specific value for the luminosity. Obviously, these sources will be used only when a precise knowledge of the distance is irrelevant, e.g. in colour-colour diagrams.
Energy distributions and photometric calibrations
A few SEDs, chosen to represent the various shapes found in our sample, are shown in Fig. 3 . They illustrate how different the spectra for different types of sources are, displaying the increasing importance of mid-IR (10 and 20 µm) wavelengths when moving from irregular (or semiregular) pulsators toward Miras and post-AGB stars. This has two important consequences as discussed below. First of all, it is clear from the figure that, when the observations are not extended up to at least 20 µm, most of the flux from the reddest objects is missed. Plots like those in Fig. 1 reveal that many AGB stars radiate the majority of their flux in a region between 20 and 45 µm. This range is rarely considered in dealing with large samples of sources. In the past, the flux in the 60 µm IRAS filter was often used as representative of far IR, and correlated with mass loss. However, IRAS 60 µm data may be partially contaminated by diffuse (cirrus) emission; moreover, the IRAS spatial resolution at those wavelengths is very poor. Secondly, when we consider the relative number of sources having SEDs with the various appearances of Fig.  3 (with semiregulars and Miras occurring with nearly equal frequency) doubts arise on the common idea that the different variability types are alternatively encountered along the AGB due to the variations of luminosity in correspondence of thermal pulses (see e.g. Cioni et al. 2001) . These doubts are best illustrated with reference to the behaviour of the stellar luminosity on the AGB (Fig. 4) . The usual interpretation might in principle be true for the first thermal pulses, when the star is oxygenrich, as regimes of higher and lower luminosity are both encountered, due to the occurrence of post-flash dips. In early phases these dips cover nearly 30% of the time between adjacent pulses (for a recent review on the models, see e.g. Straniero et al. 2005) and hence imply that lowerluminosity variables (identified with semiregulars) should account for ∼ 30% of the total number of O-rich AGB stars. However, for the final C-rich phases the duration of low-luminosity regimes becomes increasingly short with increasing pulse number. According to Fig. 4 , relative to a 2 M ⊙ AGB star of solar metallicity, the stages where the luminosity is lower than average by at least 0.2 m account for about 10 percent of the time spent by the star as a C-rich giant: if C-rich semiregular variables were to be associated with these low luminosity regimes, they should be pretty rare, contrary to the evidence we have. Our sample was selected from mass loss data and therefore is certainly biased toward the reddest and more mass-losing Miras, but despite this semiregular variables are of equal statistical weight. If the AGB stars really switch from one variability type to another (see e.g. Cioni et al. 2001) this is unlikely to be related to thermal pulses; rather, in atmospheres animated by complex pulsations, superposition of close-by frequencies can induce beats and hence amplitude modulations (with periods of centuries or millenia, see e.g. Marengo et al. 2001 ) that may be independent from what happens in the internal layers. One has to notice that, in the BKR1 & BKR2 classification in CV classes, the complex behaviour of the C/O ratio shows an increase with class number and with decreasing T ef f , down to about 2500K; Miras (classes CV5−CV6) occupy regions with higher C/O ratios than SRa,b stars (classes CV3+ and CV4). This fact, and the gradual SED changes we see (Fig. 3), with smooth transitions from Semiregulars to Miras and then to post-AGBs, leads to the conclusion that, at least on average, most Miras are in an evolutionary stage subsequent to semiregulars. Oscillations between the two types should exist, but the final evolutionary stages should be more heavily populated by Mira-like variables.
SEDs like those of Figure 3 were the base for estimating bolometric magnitudes. We used for this the fundamental relation of photometry, according to which one has (see e.g. Glass 1999):
where C = −18.98 when the flux is expressed in W/m 2 . As a consistency check we derived the zero-magnitude flux from the data of Bessell et al. (1998) , extended from the U to the Q band, finding C=−19.01, a very good approximation to (1). The bolometric magnitude of AGB stars 
where d is the distance in parsec and f ν,K0 is the zeromagnitude flux in K.
Bolometric corrections derived from equations (1) and (2) are shown in Fig. 5 (panel a) as a function of the K-[12.5] colour, together with a fitting formula for extrapolations. Optically-selected sources (in general semi-regular variables) have small corrections: their flux is well estimated from traditional criteria at short wavelengths, as most flux is radiated in near-IR. Alternative expressions of the B.C., as a function of mid-IR colours alone, to be used for very red sources too faint in near-IR, are presented in Fig. 5 (panels b, c) . Here semiregular variables are omitted, because of their small IR excess (see Fig. 1 ).
Finally, we must notice that mid-IR emission from circumstellar envelopes makes the stars of our sample appear as black bodies at long wavelengths, apart from the known typical features of C-rich dust. This is shown in Fig. 6 , where calibrated colour-colour diagrams are shown for near-and mid-IR filters. In the top panel, adopting the K−[21.3] colour as baseline, the data points of known AGBs and of sources (mainly from MSX) of unknown variability type are almost perfectly aligned on the blackbody sequence; they should be dominated by cool, evolved Mira stars with extended dusty envelopes; post-AGB sources instead display excess emission at 21.3 µm, which is a well-known property of such C-rich objects (van Winckel & Reyniers 2000) . The bottom panel then shows that, if only mid-IR is used, including the [11.7] filter where SiC and PAH features are present, then normal AGB C stars show excesses in this filter, while post-AGB C-rich sources gradually move to an excess at 21.3 µm, while becoming redder. In general, Miras are redder than semiregulars and Post-AGBs are the reddest sources of the sample (due to their cold dust). In the evolutionary hypothesis we have tentatively advanced before (at least on average), this graph would offer an immediate tool for classifying the evolutionary status of C-rich circumstellar envelopes.
Bolometric magnitudes, colours and model comparisons
The magnitudes derived by our analysis are used in Fig.  7 , where HR diagrams are presented, using an IR colour as abscissa. As stated, small symbols refer to stars with less-accurate distances: they are usually distant post-AGB objects, or AGBs of unknown variability type. The dashed area in Fig. 7 represents the zone covered by standard stellar models with the Schwarzschild's crite- Fig. 7 . The HR diagram of observed C stars in near IR, as compared to the area (dashed) covered by canonical stellar models (without hbb). The minimum limit for C star occurrence in the adopted models is indicated rion for convection, adopting the usual mixing length theory as adapted to stellar physics by Cox & Giuli (1968) . The value of the so-called parameter α (ratio of the mixing length to the pressure scale height) is α = 2.1 (Straniero et al. 1998 ). All models considered are from the FRANEC evolutionary code; they refer to metallicities from Z=Z ⊙ /3 to Z=Z ⊙ and include models of relatively low mass (2 to 3 M ⊙ ) (Straniero et al. 1997; Gallino et al. 1998; Busso et al. 1999) , plus intermediate mass star models (Domínguez et al. 1999; Straniero et al. 2000) . As representative cases, we plot explicitly the track of a 2M ⊙ star with Z=Z ⊙ , and that of a 3 M ⊙ star with Z=Z ⊙ /3 (heavy lines). As compared to the evolutionary tracks, the data points (which are systematically displaced at redder colours) show the gradual formation of cool and dusty circumstellar environments, which recycle part of the stellar flux at longer wavelengths through the absorption and re-emission mechanisms of dust grains. For the bluest sources, the displacement in J-K with respect to theoretical predictions might also be due to models underestimating molecular opacities of C-rich material (Marigo et al. 2003) .
We underline that the models adopted do not assume any overshoot for convection (contrary to, e.g. Frost & Lattanzio 1996) ; for the techniques used to compute the convective border see Straniero et al. (2003) . Overshooting from the convective envelope and in general an extension of dredge up larger than allowed by the Schwarzschild's criterion is even today a common assumption (Herwig 2005) . This is usually claimed to be needed for letting the photospheres become C-rich at low (Costa & Frogel 1996, 887 sources) and in the infrared (VL2, 29 sources; note that the bin size here is the same as used by these authors for their data.
luminosities, in order to fulfill constraints like those by Blanco, Blanco & McCarthy (1980) and Costa & Frogel (1996) , derived by optical and near-IR data, suggesting average C-star magnitudes below −5. We notice that similar works in the optical bands became recently feasible on other galaxies, and the results were essentially the same, yielding C-star magnitudes between −4.5 and −5, again neglecting IR fluxes (Battinelli & Demers 2004a,b; Demers et al. 2004 ). Despite some contrary evidence, which has emerged from IR studies of Magellanic Clouds and of the Galaxy (see van Loon et al. (1998) , VL1, VL2, BKR2) some theorists assume, even today, that such faint bolometric magnitudes characterize the whole family of C-stars, and yield a disagreement with stellar models adopting the Schwarzschild's criterion (Stancliffe et al. 2005; Herwig 2005) . Our data do not support this belief: Fig. 7 reveals a substantial agreement of the observed luminosities with model predictions. Indeed, observed bolometric magnitudes are mainly concentrated in the range from −4.5 to −6.4, while models find C stars for M bol ≤ −4.7 at solar metallicity, and for M bol ≤ −4.5 at Z = Z ⊙ /3. Moreover, in commenting Figs. 1 and 3 we already noticed that the short wavelength filters are insufficient to estimate the magnitudes of red C-rich sources, enshrouded by dust. C-star bolometric magnitudes below M bol = −5 do exist in LMC (see e.g. van Loon et al. 1997 ), but they should not represent the average population. In view of the fact that optical C(N) sources always show C/O ratios close to 1, this can be easily understood in terms of evolution: subsequent phases give birth to redder objects, more C-rich (e.g. classes CV5−CV6 of BKR2), radiating their flux mainly in mid-IR and having a luminosity function shifted at higher luminosities (see e.g. VL2).
Compared to previous work on galactic C-rich giants by BKR1 & BKR2, our sample (with more homogeneous photometry and with a wider coverage of IR wavelengths) further emphasizes the importance of high luminosity Cstars. In the luminosity functions (LFs) of the above authors (see e.g. Figure 5 of BKR1, where the CV sources with the best distances were plotted) about 43% of CV3-CV6 sources are brighter than M bol = −5, while in our sample (Fig. 8) these account for about 60% of the total sample; similarly, 33% of CV3-CV6 sources in the quoted papers lay below M bol = −4, while in our data their fractional number is about 2%. On the whole, our distribution is displaced to higher luminosities due to a higher weight of observations at long wavelengths.
Our sample of galactic stars integrates previous IR studies on dust-enshrouded C stars in LMC (van Loon et al. 1998,VL1,VL2) . These works were forcedly restricted to a relatively small number of sources: in this limit, their bright LF had little overlap with the fainter one of optically-selected C stars (VL1, VL2). As mentioned previously, remaining uncertainties on bolometric magnitudes for the reddest stars, for which we have sometimes an incomplete coverage of the IR flux, would further populate the high-luminosity tail of the histogram, making our conclusions even stronger. The few points we have at low luminosity (M bol ≥ −4) correspond to the HC classes of BKR2. We refer to those papers for a detailed list of the possible physical mechanisms explaining them.
A few sources in Fig. 7 exceed model predictions for the luminosity. Let us discuss this in some detail. We recall that a well-defined relation exists on the AGB (Pacźynski 1975; Iben & Renzini 1983; Wagenhuber & Groenewegen 1998) M bol ∼ −7.75. Normal AGB stars (i.e. without hbb) must instead remain well below the m H − L limit, as m H never reaches the Chandrasekhar limit, due to efficient mass loss. This is even more true for C stars: very bright Intermediate Mass Stars (M = 5-9 M ⊙ ) can hardly become carbon rich, even in the absence of hbb, as any 12 C dredged-up from He-burning layers is diluted over several solar masses of oxygen-rich material in the convective envelope (see e.g. Busso et al. 1999; Gallino et al. 1998; Abia et al. 2001 Abia et al. , 2002 . Recently, C stars more massive than 4-5 M ⊙ have been obtained by Karakas (2003) , but only for relatively low metallicities (Z = 0.004 to Z = 0.008). Such shortliving stars should however be extinct by now. Formation of very bright C stars is in principle possible in the evolution of high-mass AGB objects (say, 6 to 9 M ⊙ ), when hbb ceases at the end, and if mass loss suitably limits the envelope mass, so that the last few thermal pulses make the photosphere become C rich (Frost et al. 1998; Karakas & Lattanzio 2003; Karakas 2003) . Statistically, however, these massive C stars should be extremely rare, both for their low weight in the initial mass function and for the very short duration of the theoretically permitted phases. We can further notice that in Fig. 9 all the points representing known AGB stars with reliable distance estimates (large dots) stay (with one exception) below the limit for moderately massive stars (M ≤ 5M ⊙ ); points beyond this level can therefore be simply explained as due to erroneous classifications (C-rich supergiants, e.g. of Wolf-Rayet type). Alternatively, they might be AGB stars whose luminosity has been overestimated due to poor distances or to uncertainties induced by variability.
HR-like diagrams can be constructed also using mid IR colours that include the effects of dust. An example is in Fig. 9 : it shows that there are no semiregulars or irregulars for K−[12.5] ≥ 3 and no Miras for K−[12.5] ≤ 2; large IR excesses are associated to Mira variability or to post-AGB stars, or to unknown objects near the AGB end. Probably, the spread in magnitudes for any colour is also an outcome of a spread in stellar masses.
An interesting piece of information is added by Fig. 10 , where the HR diagram is constructed using a purely mid-IR colour as abscissa. Here we are looking only at dust, photospheres should not be seen: we don't expect much further reddening on the emission from dust, which reradiates the stellar flux. Indeed, the area covered by known long period variables is now quite small, defining a narrow sequence for sources along the AGB, and a limited colour extension of some more evolved sources, with a maximum colour for Miras of [8.8]−[21.3] = 2. All known stars redder than this are post-AGB objects; some unknown sources observed by MSX are present in the reddest area, and we suggest that they be classified as stars at the termination of the AGB stage or above it, in evolution toward the ejection of a planetary nebula. Large values of the mid-IR colours are in fact expected when the relatively warm dust of AGB stars becomes cooler, forming the extended (and often detached) shells of post-AGB stars.
Mass Loss
Consider now Fig. 11 (panel a) ; it shows the relation between mass loss rates and bolometric magnitudes. In panel a), referring to irregulars, semiregulars and Miras, there is a general increase of mass loss rates with luminosity, which cannot however be reduced to a simple analytical formula (as examples, power-law relationships with three representative exponents have been added). The fact is that mass loss rates and luminosity should be correlated as, while becoming more luminous, AGB stars become also increasingly cool, their pulsation becomes stronger and both facts should power more intense stellar winds. The spread in panel a), partially confusing the relation, should then be ascribed to the presence of other variables, possibly the mass, and/or the fact that different mechanisms power stellar winds in different evolutionary stages. This evolutionary hypothesis was suggested by VL2 and van Loon et al. (2005) as the cause of a spread similar to the one we show; they in particular indicated that a switch from single scattering (Jura 1984) to multiple scattering (Gail & Sedlmayr 1986 ) of photons on dust grains as the star evolves can explain mass loss rates in excess of the momentum of radiation L/c. Notice that the points representing Miras stay in the upper part of the diagram, showing a steeper dependence of mass loss rates on luminosity. A sharp steepening of mass loss rates, up to a final superwind phase, is in fact necessary to let the whole envelope be ejected before the AGB termination. Including post-AGB stars and unknown sources in the plot, as done in Fig. 11, panel b) , introduces further complexities. We believe we have here two problems. On one side, as already mentioned, the reddest objects radiate part of their flux at wavelengths longer than 45 µm, so that the luminosity we estimate for them is only a lower limit. On the other side, these sources are leaving (or have just left) the AGB and should have huge circumstellar envelopes with possibly detached shells escaping our spatial resolution. Any correlation is then hampered by poor spatial and/or spectral coverage.
A good monitor of the mass loss rate is instead available from the IR colours. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 . In particular, when mid-IR colours are used, especially if including the 21.3 µm (with the characteristic emission feature of C-rich post-AGB stars), then the variation of mass loss rates with the stellar classes (and with evolution, if the hypothesis that Miras are on average quite evolved holds) is clearly distinguishable (panel a). All known long period variables remain at values of the [8.8]−[21.3] µm colour below 2, while post-AGB objects display much redder colours, probably due to cold dust formation. Again, transition objects exist among the sources of unknown classification. A similar effect is seen from the K−[21.3] colour (panel b), but here the separation of post-AGB stars from the rest is less clear, and a rather continuous distribution is seen. In general, the growth of the IR excess linking Miras to post-AGBs seems to be rather smooth, with no obvious break (e.g. for the superwind phase that is expected to terminate the AGB evolution).
Data like those discussed in this paper might be useful to infer which part of the mass return to the interstellar medium is due to carbon stars. This would require to integrate the mass lost by AGB stars over an Initial Mass Function and a Star Formation Rate for low and intermediate mass stars and to estimate the fractional contribution of carbon-rich phases. We shall therefore reconsider this task in a subsequent issue of this analysis, after M giants are included in the discussion.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the first issue of a series of works on the IR properties of galactic AGB and post-AGB stars, based on archived data from the 2MASS, MSX (6C Point Source Catalogue) and ISO-SWS experiments. In particular, we analyzed a sample of more than 230 C-rich AGB stars, for which estimates of distances, mass loss rates and colours from 1 to 21 (and sometimes 45) µm could be collected. We found that uncertainties still affect distances, except for a limited subset of objects with astrometric-quality data. Many sources were found to be extremely red, with SEDs extending to wavelengths unreachable by ground-based observations: in particular, we showed that, starting from the Mira stage, AGB carbon stars begin to radiate most of their flux beyond 10 µm. This excludes the possibility of deriving meaningful results on AGB luminosities by extrapolating fluxes obtained at optical or near-IR wavelengths (a practice that is unfortunately common even today). Using the best group of data, for which reliable distances and the whole SEDs up to 45 µm were available, we derived precise bolometric corrections, to be applied to the other sources, and thus we constructed the colour-magnitude diagrams in near and mid IR. The results suggest that AGB carbon stars of the Galaxy are objects of moderate mass (below about 5 M ⊙ ), and reach bolometric magnitudes between −4.5 and −6.4. These findings confirm (at a higher metallicity and with larger statistics) previous suggestions on Magellanic Clouds by other authors. The luminosities derived are in good agreement with those predicted by stellar models using the Schwarzschild's criterion for convection and are at odd with the belief (still persisting in some theoretical studies and population-synthesis works), according to which observed C-star luminosities would be lower than predicted by canonical stellar evolution.
We also analyzed mass loss rates and their relation with the magnitudes: we suggested that correlations between mass loss and luminosity are hard to derive for post-AGB objects, probably due to insufficient spatial and spectral coverage of their emission. For AGB stars instead, correlations of mass loss rates with luminosity exist, but reveal dependence by more than one parameter. Here the stellar mass and the activation of different mechanisms for powering mass loss should add their effects. Clearer correlations emerged between the mass loss rates and the IR colours, especially when the baseline was sufficiently extended in wavelength. These correlations also provided tools for classifying the evolutionary status of carbon stars. , 1975 , ApJ 202, 558 Persi P., Ferrari-Toniolo M., Marenzi A.R., et al., 1994 , Experimental Astronomy 5, 363 Phillips J.P., 1998 , A&A 340, 527 Sahai R., Liechti S., 1995 Sahai R., Kastner J.H., Frank A., et al., 2003 , ApJ 599, 87 Salpeter E.E., 1974 Table 1 . Relevant data of our sample of carbon stars with astrometric, or reliable, distance estimates. Here and in next tables the following rules apply for labelling. i) For the variability type, M means Mira; S means Semiregular; I means Irregular (P is used for all Post-AGB stars, "-" for all stars of unknown variability). ii) References for mass loss are quoted in the following way: B: stands for Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) ; L is for Loup et al. (1993) ; G is for Groenewegen et al. (2002b) 
